Let M be any 3-dimensional (nonabelian) compact solvmanifold. We apply the methods of representation theory to study the convergence of Fourier series of smooth global solutions to first order invariant partial differential equations Df = g in C°°(M). We show that smooth infinite-dimensional irreducible solutions, when they exist, satisfy estimates strong enough to guarantee uniform convergence of the irreducible (or primary) Fourier series to a smooth global solution.
Introduction
Let S be a solvable Lie group, and T a discrete subgroup of S with compact quotient T\S. There is then a unique probability measure v on T\5' that is invariant under translation on the right by elements of S. The regular representation of 5 on L2(T\5, v) decomposes into a direct sum of a countable number of irreducible unitary representations s of 5, each of finite multiplicity mn [G] . Let D be a first order differential operator with complex coefficients, leftinvariant on S and viewed on r\5. Let (T\S)' denote the dual object of T\S. If g £ C°°(T\S) and if gn is an orthogonal component of g corresponding to some irreducible unitary representation n, then gn £ C°°(T\S) too [A-B] . Modulo unitary equivalence, we may think of gn as being a C°°-vector in any concrete realization, or model, of n. We are interested in algebraically well-defined conditions on D under which the global solvability of Df = g in C°°(T\S) is equivalent to the solvability of 7t(D)f7C = gn in the C°°-vectors for each n in the spectrum of T\S. In a sense, we are looking for algebraic conditions on D for the reduction of a global (geometrical) problem on T\S to a collection of purely group (representation) theoretic problems, none of which needs to be regarded as living on the manifold r\Ä. Informally speaking, operators D admitting such a reduction are called globally regular (Definition (1.1)).
In order to describe the results, we will recall the classical situation on a torus T2 of two dimensions (the situation being similar for T" with « > 2). Let D = ad/dx + ßd/dy and suppose for simplicity that a and ß are real.
Then D is globally regular if and only if ß/a is not a (transcendental) Liouville number. The problem with Liouville numbers is that, in solving for the Fourier transform of the solution function, small divisors occur. Now, every sob/manifold r\5 contains the structure of a torus T = F [S, S] \S of dimension > 1, although this torus does not reflect any of the nonabelian structure of S. The only representations in (T\S)~ which are not infinite dimensional are the one-dimensional characters of T [S, S] \S. Since the presence of this torus is inescapable, we denote, for each g e C°° (T\S), the sum of the one-dimensional components of g by go. Then global regularity is defined as follows. Let L2(r\5") = ©Tjçrj^sy j=\ m"Hnj be any (noncanonical) irreducible decomposition of L2(T\S).' Note that the solutions in (2) could be found in any convenient realization of 71 .
In previous papers we have dealt with nilpotent S. On the simplest nilmanifolds, the 3-dimensional Heisenberg manifolds, every first order differential operator D in the complexified Lie algebra is globally regular [R2] . On more complicated nilmanifolds the problem of small divisors arises in the representation spaces of the group as well as on the associated torus. Moreover, if D = X + iY is regular, both adx and ady must map each step of the lower central series of the Lie algebra of 5* (nilpotent) onto a sufficiently large subset of the next step. The details are explained in [C-R1, p. 349] . The purpose of this paper is to investigate the global regularity of first order differential operators on 3-dimensional compact solvmanifolds. We show that, as in the case of the simplest nilmanifolds, every first order differential operator on a 3-dimensional compact solvmanifold is globally regular.
3-DIMENSIONAL SOLVMANIFOLDS
All 3-dimensional compact solvmanifolds can be described (up to homeomorphism) as quotients of two groups Sh and Sr by their various cocompact discrete subgroups. The groups Sn and Sr can both be described as R2 x Rl, where (x, t)(x', t') = (x + A'x', t + t'). Here A' is a 1-parameter subgroup of SL(2, R) through a matrix A £ SL(2, Z). Sf, arises when the eigenvalues of A are X > 1 and X~x, so that the orbits of Rx in R2 are hyperbolic. Sr arises when A' is a compact group of rotations of R2. Let N := R2 x {0}, the (abelian) nilradical of S. The cocompact discrete subgroups T are described in [A-G-H] , based upon the facts (due to Mostow) that Tf)N is a discrete lattice in R2, and that the image of T under the natural projection S -, S/N is a discrete lattice in Rl. We remark that T\Sh is determined up to homeomorphism by the eigenvalue X > 1 of A, and X must be such that X + X~l £ Z. For this reason, we denote the 'hyperbolic' manifolds Tf\Sh-Note however that Sh is independent of the value of X > 1. We have good use for the following lemma ((3.4) in [C-R2] ).
(2.1) Lemma. If S h = R2 x R1 with the diagonalized matrix A = ( * °_, j , X > 1, and if T¿ is a cocompact discrete subgroup of Sf,, then T¿ n N is an abelian lattice AAîAA of points (a, ß) having the property that the product aß is bounded away from zero, except of course at the identity.
We need also the following (2.2) Corollary. In the setting of the lemma above, the dual lattice AAAf* = [X(a,b)'. & -► 1} is ds0 a lattice of points (a, b) such that the product ab is bounded away from 0 (except of course for (a, b) = (0, 0)). This corollary will give useful information about (r\.S)~, the infinite dimensional representations in the spectrum of T\S, in the hyperbolic case. For all 3-dimensional compact solvmanifolds, (r\5)^, is constructed as follows. Let X(a,ß) £ Ñ, where X(a, ß) '■ Y n N -, 1. Now let M be the extension of N by the stabilizer of X{a,ß) in S, and extend x to M, so 7iaß := lndsM(x{a,ß)) 6 S. In the case of S = Sn, it is easiest to describe r^\5^ if we take r¿ n N = Z2 and A £ SL(2, Z). However, the model for naß is simplest if A is diagonalized (A = ( * °., J as in Lemma (2.1)) and then r n N is more difficult to describe. Nevertheless, the Corollary (2.2) above shows that in this model {naß £ (T^Sf,)^} has aß bounded away from zero. We remark upon the fact that aß ^ 0 prevents naß from being a representation of the (less well-behaved) ' ax + b ' group which is a quotient of ShWe need to say a few words about the rotational three dimensional solvmanifolds T\Sr as well. Unlike the hyperbolic case, there are only finitely many r\5r up to homeomorphism. We take A £ SL(2, Z), but this time with no eigenvalues > 1. Now A turns out to be similar to a rotation by 2n/p, where p = 1,2,3,4, or 6 (see [A-G-H] ). Since Sr is independent of p (up to group isomorphism), we denote the distinct rotational three dimensional solvmanifolds by Tp\Sr, p = 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6. Since this result has been proved in an earlier paper when S is nilpotent, we concern ourselves here only with the manifolds Tf\Si, and Tp\Sr. Note also that the associated torus T is 1-dimensional, so that small divisors cannot occur on T. Thus condition (3) of Definition (1.1) will be satisfied automatically whenever (2) holds.
We will divide our proof of the theorem into two sections, one dealing with the rotational group Sr, the other with the hyperbolic one, S¡,. to dnaß(X) = 2ni I a cos-t -ßsin-t) ,
Since the constant p plays a negligible role in the proof (even though it classifies the rotational 3-dimensional solvmanifolds), we will set p = 1 in what follows.
We will break the proof into two cases of D £ Aff '. To prove the theorem we need to show that £V ß-, Lfiaß e C°°(T\S). Here (a, ß) varies over a cross section of T-orbits, so that each infinite-dimensional primary summand will be spanned. By the Auslander-Brezin version of the Sobolev inequality it suffices to show £\ ßA\ULfaß\\2 < oo for all U £ %A(Afr). Since L is an ¿'-invariant isometry from Haß into L2(T\S), this is the same as to show 5Z(a ^, HLX^Hj < oo . We begin by estimating the sum S WfaßWl • The problem, of course, is that Daß(t) in (3.3) can have zeros, and that even when it has no zeros, we must know how close \Daß(t)\ can come to 0 as (a, ß) -, oo. We can write Daß(t) = ni((w -iz)e2nit + (w + iz)e~2nU) = ni(Ae2n" + Be~2nit), with A and B defined by the last equation. The minimum of \Daß(f)\ occurs where A and B are rotated to opposite directions, and then Min|Z)a/>(r)| = ±7r(|^|-|Ä|)
If b ¿ 0, the constant K is ^ 0. Since \aß\ > 0, \faß(t)\ < C\gaß(t)\ with the constant C independent of (a, ß). Consequently, £(q ß) WfaßW2 Ĉ Y,{a,ß)WgaßW2<™ for gGC~(r\S).
If b = 0, Daß(t) does have one or more zeros and
If Daß(tf) = 0, then gaß(tf) = 0 too, since faß given by (3.3) is in C°°(T).
The idea is to control fiaß inside specified intervals around each of the to's by the mean value theorem, and to use the monotonicity of Daß on large exterior intervals to control \faß\ by keeping \Daß\ big. We have D'aß(to) = -2n(a2 + ß2fl2(l+a2fl2, and by the mean value theorem \Kßit) -D'aß(to)\ <\t-to\4n2(a2 + ß2f'2(l + a2)1'2.
Consequently, for \t-t0\ < l/4n, \D'aß(t)\ >7i(a2 + ß2fl2(l+a2fl2 and, since Daß(to) = 0, \Daß(t)\>7i(a2 + ß2fl2(l+a2)xl2\t-to\ again by the mean value theorem. For gaß(t) we have the estimate (3.5) 1^(01 = \gaß(t) -gaßito)\ < lir^HooIr -t0\, Il • lloo denoting the sup norm on the torus M\S. So (3.6) \faß(t)\ < WTgaßU^a2 + ß2)-x'2(l + a2)-1'2, for \t -t0\ < l/An.
On the intervals complementary to |r -in| < 1/4jt ,
for each of the two values to of t where Daß vanishes. By (3.6) and (3.7), for all t on the torus M\S we have the following estimate:
By Sobolev's inequality we may replace the sup norms in (3.8) by L2-norms of gaß > Tgaß » and T2gaß . The sum Yl(a,ß) WfaßWl is nnite because each sum £(a,jj) Il^fc^a^ll2 for fc = 0, 1, 2 is finite and \aß\ is bounded away from zero. of [C-Rl] .
The estimates on Tkfaß given by (3.11) can now be done in a manner similar to that already presented. If Daß ± 0, we use the inequality (3.4) raised to the power k + 1 to estimate the denominator \Daß\k+x . If Daß(to) = 0, the numerator hk in (3.11) must have a (k + l)th order zero at to since Tkfaß is C°° . Instead of the estimate (3.5) we use \hk(t)\<\\Tk+xhk\Ut-t0\k+x/(k+l)\ which follows from Taylor's formula. In the denominator of (3.6) and (3.7) we use the (k + 1 )th power of the previous estimate for Daß . \J-4,-1/2 J Here we identify M\S = R/Z with the interval [-tj> -A, j -<p], and we use the fact that faß, gaß, and the exponentials all have period 1. Since C is arbitrary, choosing C = 0 and changing the variables x' = t + <j>, t' = t + qb we have
= -I (same integrand as above).
The last equality follows from the periodicity of faß , because 0 = faß(-l/2-tf>) = fiaßi 1/2-0). For the estimates on faß(t) or on faß(t-4>) we use the integral over -1/2 < x < t if -1/2 < t < 0 and over t < x < 1/2 for 0 < t < 1/2. That way we always have cos 27rr < cos 27ti, so that the exponent in the integral defining faß is negative. Then WfaßWoo < CH&^lloo < CX(\\gaß\\l + \\Tgaß\\2) Since the faß 's all live on an interval of length 1, the same inequality holds for WLßWi with a constant, say C[, independent of (a, ß). Thus £(Qjjg) \\faß\\l < oo and / = J2faß 6 L2(rp\Sr). Next, to estimate £(Qi/?) ll^/a/dl2. for every U £ Iti&r) it suffices to consider U = XkY'Tl. By (3.12) T just differentiates faß yielding 2n(A2 + B2)xl2sin2n(t + <p)faß(t) +gaß(t) with A, B depending linearly on a, ß. Successive powers of T differentiate gaß and sin27r(i + 0), or faßil) ■ Operating by X 's or Y 's just multiplies by a polynomial in (a, ß) times a (bounded) combination of sines and cosines. However, X2 + Y2 acts on L2(M\S) by multiplying by -4n2(a2 + ß2), so that £K/()(a2 + ß2)qWgaßWl < co. Thus T.(a,ß)UkYiT'faß\\l can be estimated by C£||(X2 + Y2)«gaß\\2 for some q.
Remark. Although we have pretended p = 1 in the arguments above, this was just a notational convenience, and the same arguments work just as well for general T\Sr. Actually, the use of Tx \Sr has some independent interest however. Here, although Sr is not nilpotent, T = Z3. Thus, by the general theory of Mostow [M] , Tx \Sr is homeomorphic to a torus T3. Here we get a proof of global regularity for elements of AAff acting on T3, keeping in mind that we mean global regularity with respect to the representation theory of Sr. Thus we have a natural class of operators on T3 which are best analyzed with respect 
Squaring, integrating /0°° • • • dt, and applying Sobolev's inequality to estimate the norm H^g^Hoo by a combination of L2-norms of derivatives of Xgaß we obtain
(4-4) ll/a/»IIÍ2[0,oo) < C-iWXgaßW\ + WTXgaß\\22), for some constant c. As in the proof of Lemma (2.1) (see [C-R2] ), we pick the representative (a, ß) from the orbit corresponding to n so that X~2 < \ß/a\ < 1 . Since \aß\ » 0, we must have |a| » 0 too. Thus Yl(a,ß) \\f*ß\\hio,<x>) < °° • Subcase lb. If t < 0, we use the first integral formula for fiaß in (4.2), together with the fact that gaß(x) = Ygaß(x)/27iißX~x. Picking (a, ß) as in Subcase la, we insure that \ß\ » 0. Now an argument almost identical to that in Subcase la shows that / = Y.faß e L2(R).
To complete Case 1, we need to prove that £ II ^./^H2 < 00 , for each fixed U £ Í¿'S%). If U = TP there is no problem, since [D,U] = 0. If U = XmY"TP , Ufaß(t) = (27ci)m+namßnX(m-n'>tTP-xgaß(t). If p > 1, there is no problem. But if p = 0, we estimate \gaßix)\ by a WvgaßW^kt, where V £ ItiSPf) and k £ Z are chosen one way for t < 0 and another way for t > 0, so as to assure that Ufiaß £ L2(-oo, 0) and Ufaß £ L2(0, 00) separately.
Hence £ Ufaß £ L2(R).
Case 2. Suppose D = aX + bY, with a and b real. Here, fiaßit) = gaßit)/2niiaaX' + bßX~').
We will need to consider the occurrence of zeros in the denominator. Observe that the denominator vanishes if and only if X2t = -bß/aa, which means t = t0 = ^logA(-bß/aa). Subcase 2a. Suppose bß/aa > 0, so that «(i) = (aaX' + bßX~')~x has a maximum (absolute) value on R. At the maximum point «'(r) = 0, so that Subcase 2c. Here, we suppose there exists a zero, «*o = \ logA(-bß/aa). Then gaßih) = 0 too, and faß(t) = (gaß(t) -gaß(t0))/27ii(aaX' + bßX'1). Since it would suffice to prove separately the summability of the real and imaginary parts of fiaß , we can assume wlog that gaß is r«?tf/-valued. For some x between 0 and t, we have fiaß(t) = g'aß(x)/2%i(aaXx -bßX~r) lnA, by the general mean value theorem. Since bß/aa < 0 in this case, the new denominator cannot vanish. Hence, recalling that x depends on t, *n2 [\faßit)\2dt JR \g'aJx)\2\aaXT -bßX~r\-2\lnX\-2dt :i + / IgaßittflaaX' + bßX-'l^dt J\t-t0\>l < "*^"r2, + / \gaßH)\2'Max\aaX' + bßX"\-2dt.
-Aaabßln A ^|«-«0|>i
The first summand is summable over (a, ß), by Sobolev's inequality. However, by the mean value theorem, \aaX' + bßX~'\ = \(aaXx -bßX~x)(lnX)(t -t0)\ > 2(-aabß)xl2\ lnA|, if |r -t0\ > 1 . Thus n2 I \faßit)\2dt< U'aßll\ + i |ga/?(0|22 dt, fices to consider Y.Tkfaß, for each fixed k £ Z+. First, consider k = 1. 2niTfaß(t) = h(t)(aaX> + bßX-'y2, where h(t) = (aaX1 + bßX-')g'aß(t) -gaß(t)(aaX' -bßX~')lnX. Here h(t) must have a zero of order at least two at t = to. Therefore, using a Taylor remainder of degree two in (t -if), there exist x and x' such that Tfaß(t) = h"(x')/D"(x)2ni where D(t) = (aaX1 + bßX-l)lnX. But
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use since the second square is positive. Thus \Tfaß(t)\ < |«"(T')|/167r|aa¿>/?|. Hence 4*2 f \Tfaß\2 < [ ||A"||oo/64(aae)S)2rfi
Jr ^|í-'oI<i + f \h(t)\2/Min{\D(t)\2\\t-t0\>l}dt. Jr But ||/i"||oo is bounded by norms of derivatives of gaß , providing good summability over (a, fi) of the first term. Also, |D(i)|2 = \D"(x)(t -t0)2/2\\2 > I6(aabß)2 In4X > 0. Thus £ Tfaß £ L2 .
Next, we consider k > 1 . We make the following observations. It follows that ||rfcyâ^ll2 -/i/-t0i<i + i|«-«oi>i ' w'tn tne inte8rand being determined by (4.8).
The second integral can be estimated as in the case of k = I, while the denominator in the integrand in the first integral has a Taylor expansion in (t -to) using derivatives of order < k + 1. For k > 1 and odd, the (k + l)th derivative of (aaX1 + bßX~')k+x is of the form (d/dt)k+x [(aaXl + bßX~l) Since it suffices to prove L2-summability for the parts of faß corresponding to the real and imaginary parts of gaß separately, we can assume gaß is real in (4.9). Suppose also b ^ 0, since Case 2 would apply if b were 0. We note that \fiaßit)\ ^ \gaßit)/27ibßX~'\. The methods of Case 2 can be applied to prove E/^eL2.
If U £ W(yf), then [D,U] = 0,so that £ Ufaß £ L2. We need to prove E Tkfaß £ L2 for each fixed iceJV.
We begin with k = 1. Then Tfaß(t) is the derivative of the right side of (4.9). In the numerator, we get various derivatives of gaß , while the modulus of the denominator exceeds 4n2b2ß2X~2t. The X~2t can be moved to the numerator as a derivation, and E Tfaß £ L2. For k > 1, similar reasoning applies. we denote henceforth by -1 < taß < 0. Since a and ß > 0, aXx + ßX~x is a decreasing function on (-oo, taß) and an increasing function on (taß,oo). By using the first integral in (4.10) whenever t > taß and the second integral whenever t < taß , we can assure that the exponential function in the integrand remains bounded by 1. In either case, |ga^| can be bounded by one of its (X or Y) derivatives times an exponential function, with the result that ]T faß £ L2 Restriction to X'2 < ß/a < 1 will keep a~x bounded in absolute value. Next, let U = ( From here the L2-estimates proceed as earlier.
Next, suppose m -n < 0 and t < taß . Then ¿(m-")' > ^>n-n)iaß Thus \Ufaß(t)\ < \amß"\XO"-"» f \gaßix)\dx < f \amß"X^-^xgaßix)\dx
The rest is as before.
Finally, for m -n > 0 and t < taß , we write \Ufaß(t)\ < \amß"\X(m-"» f \gaß(x)\dx
The L2-estimates can be completed as before. Next, we show that £)(a ß) Tk faß £ L2 , for each k £ N. This follows from the next lemma. To estimate IQ/? we notice that for x < 0 < t we have ß(X~l -X~x) < 0 and a(X' -Xx) < a(X' -1) < 0. Hence (4.14)
IM0l<^ ( If U = Yk we have the estimate (4.17) \Ykfaß(t)\< f \Ykgaß(x)\e^x^dx.
J -oo
As in the beginning of Subcase 4b we can show that J2 Ykfiaß £ L2(R). For U = Xk , Y.xkf«ß e L2(-oo, 0) because for t < 0, (4.18) \Xkfaß(t)\ = X2k'\a/ß\k\Ykfiaß(t)\ < X2\Ykfiaß(t)\ if we choose (a, ß) such that A-2 < \ß/a\ < 1 . If t > 0, we consider Xklaß , Xkllaß , and Xklllaß and we get the estimates (4.14), (4.15), and (4.16), each multiplied by X2kt and with gaß replaced by Ykgaß , as it was done in (4.18).
Finally, let U = XpY^Tr. Case of r > 1 reduces to r = 0 by the Lemma (4.11). If r = 0, we apply Xp to ¡!_00\Y^gaß(x)\e^x'^dx as we applied U = Xk to fLo0gaßix)e^x''Ux. Subcase 4c. a < 0 and ß < 0. We have (4.19) faßit) = ([' gaß(x)e-W+P*~xVXnXdx + c} eM'+ji-')/ta¿.
The function Ce(°a'+^"')/lnA is in ^5^(/î) if a < 0 and ß < 0. Hence if there is a constant C such that faß in (4.19) is super-Schwartz, then faß £ S^(R) for any fixed C. We will pick C = Caß = /° ga/((Jt) e-í««^*-*)/1«* ¿x, where laß '■= j logfß/a), and a, ß are chosen so that A-2 < /?/a < 1. Thus we will work with (4.19') faß ( since ß/a < 1 and a > 0. Similarly, for t < taß \ßX-'\l\aX>\k(-aX' -^A-')-m|í -taß\ < (a/ß)k(-ß)k+l-mX^m-l+k^\taß -t\ < X2kMm-k-' \t -taß\X'(m-l+V £ L2 (-oo, 0) 
